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The Wall Street Journal
August 7, 2020

Unemployment rates 
soar due to COVID-19 

NBC News
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The Washington Post
July 19, 2020

Remote learning leads 
to more child care 
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The Wall Street Journal
August 7, 2020

Peterson Institute for International Economics
March 8, 2021

Gender inequality in 
the labor market grows 
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Women were disproportionately 
affected by the pandemic. 

How did workplace and public policies impact 
women’s experiences? 

What should future policies include to reduce 
labor market inequality? 
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52% of the service industry is 
comprised of women, which 
leads to the gender wage gap

Gender Economics

Household 
Labor

Women perform more child 
care tasks and unpaid 
household labor than men

Gender 
Discrimination

Labor Market 
Gender Disparities

Women lost 1 million more jobs 
than men and are more likely to 
leave their job for child care 

Center for American Progress
February 1, 2021
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Research Goals

Gender 
Discrimination

Household 
Labor

Workplace 
Policies

Labor Market 
Gender Disparities

● Increase maternal employment

● Female labor force 
participations stimulates 
○ economic growth
○ higher wages
○ less poverty
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Women were disproportionately affected by the 
pandemic. 

How did workplace policies impact 
women’s experiences? 

What should future policies include to reduce 
labor market inequality? 
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Operationalization

Themes of Interest

Child Care Hours Workplace Policy Employment Impacts

• subsidised child care 

• hybrid work or paid 
leave

• written public and 
private policies

• all time performing child 
care tasks

• all time spent assisting 
with remote learning 

• employee left job due to 
child care

• negative effects on 
employment due to 
child care 
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Data Collection & Analysis 

● Mixed methods approach

● Distributed survey

● Quantitative analysis performed 
using STATA

● Conducted and analyzed 
interviews

● Determined relationships 
between themes of interest

Gender &
Socioeconomic Status

Childcare hours

Workplace policy

Impacts on 
employment
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Child Care Hours

● Women performed more child 
care & virtual school hours 

● Gender Norms:
● Men: obligation to 

providership
● Women: obligation to child 

care

How did child care hours change?
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● Men are less likely to leverage 
policies or ask for time off 

● Women are less satisfied with 
company responses to the 
pandemic 

Workplace Policy
Did your workplace offer a policy?
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Workplace Policy

Financial Consultant

Hospital Administrator

Bartender

Unemployed

● Remote work 
           High levels of job insecurity

● Financial Support 
Insufficient dollar amount

● Negotiate with superiors 
Limited amount of flexibility

● COVID-19 Relief Policies 
Gaining access to benefits 
was a tedious process

Income

Flexibility
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Impact on Employment

● Women are more likely to leave 
their jobs due to child care 

● Low SES people are more likely 
to leave because of less 
flexibility in child care policies

Did you leave your job for child care?
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Women were disproportionately affected by the 
pandemic. 

How did workplace policies impact women’s 
experiences? 

What should future policies include to 
reduce labor market inequality? 
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Future Policies

Explicit Rules

Hybrid Workplaces

Child Care Subsidies

Reduce the fear of repercussion that 
accompanying flexibility negotiations

Increase autonomy and flexibility while 
reducing motherhood penalty

Lower barriers of entry into the labor force for 
women across socioeconomic strata
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